
Standing Rules:  Guidelines & 

Requirements for Conference Leadership    
(Standing Rules C. 3. a. 1 – C. 3. b. 2) 

 Chairpersons are expected to maintain a yearly calendar of scheduled and 

announced meetings for planning, budgeting, and evaluation.  (C. 3. a. 1) 

 

 Chairpersons are expected to plan meetings at such times and locations that 

encourage and allow for maximum attendance of the elected membership, giving 

particular mind to the academic schedules of youth and young adults.  (C. 3. a. 2) 

 

 Chairpersons are to submit proper budgets with supporting rationale and any other 

requested reports in a proper and timely manner.  (C. 3. a. 3) 

 

 Chairpersons are expected to provide consistent communication with members of 

their committee or board regarding agendas, time/date/locations/ and related 

information that impact a member’s ability to serve well.  (C. 3. a. 4) 

 

 Chairpersons are expected to attend all called meetings of the committee or board 

for which he or she is responsible. Missing (2) two consecutive called meetings of 

his or her committee or board with no excuse, or missing (3) three consecutive 

called meetings of his or her committee or board with good excuse, shall be the 

minimum guidelines for attendance.  (C. 3. a. 5) 

 

 Inability to meet the minimum guidelines of attendance will prompt a letter from the 

Conference Nominations Executive Committee, releasing the individual from his or 

her position (this will not negatively impact subsequent nominations or committee 

service) so the Conference Nominations Executive Committee can immediately fill 

the vacated position.  (C. 3. a. 6) 

 

 Elected members are expected to attend all called meetings of the committee or 

board on which they are serving. Missing (3) three consecutive properly called 

meetings of his or her committee or board with no excuse, or missing (4) four 

consecutive properly called meetings of his or her committee or board with good 

excuse, shall be the minimum guidelines for attendance.  (C. 3. b. 1) 

 

 Inability to meet the minimum guidelines of attendance will prompt a letter of 

notification from the Conference Nominations Executive Committee, releasing the 

individual from his or her position (this will not negatively impact subsequent 

nominations or committee service) so the Conference Nominations Executive 

Committee can immediately fill the vacated position.  (C. 3. b. 2) 


